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BACKGROUND
Sovereign was relaunched in March 1996 in full flavour, with Lights following at the end
of the year, and a ten pack of full flavour available from summer 1997 . Good penetration
has been achieved, with Sovereign accounting for about 2 1/2 % of the market . Gains have
been from Benson & Hedges customers (who would probably otherwise have switched to
Lambert & Butler) and from Lambert & Butler customers .
Sovereign was launched specifically to attack Lambert & Butler (at the lower end of the
market), because Benson & Hedges customers seemed to be converting to Lambert &
Butler on price grounds . This is a trend in the cheaper end of the market, which now
accounts for about 30% share. Sovereign retails at £2 .65 and Lambert & Butler at £2 .75,
although both are discounted in supermarkets . Other competitive brands tend to be Royals
(24s, but now also in a 20 pack at £2 .75) and Mayfair (£2.59), and probably also Embassy
Regal and JP Superkings .
Sovereign advertising has employed a jester, a joke in the visual and emphasis on price .
There has also been sampling activity and direct mail offering money off. Experience has
indicated that price reductions are much more motivating to consumers than free gifts or
other offers . The strategy has been to market price marked packs where possible, but
plain packs in supermarkets to allow for discounting . This also applies to Lambert &
Butler .
The belief is that Sovereign users are likely to have a repertoire of brands and to be very
price sensitive . Demographic data exists and has been given to Research International
Qualitatif and has been used in devising a proposed sample for this study .
This document represents the findings from qualitative research carried out to investigate
the current status of the brand in the market place .
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The research objectives may be summarised as follows :

l.

To understand broad market behaviour in terms of brand purchasing ; repertoire v .
loyalist, frequency of purchase, location of purchase, volume of purchase .

2.

To evaluate current loyalist purchasing behaviour and how, if at all, it differs from the
market as a whole .

3.

To investigate the current perceived market structure and how Sovereign fits in .

4.

To evaluate current brand perceptions, in a competitive context, amongst current users and
non-users.

5.

To examine the various aspects of the current marketing mix; advertising, packaging,
product and price .
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METHODOLOGY
The information need was to provide understanding and a "description" of the brand,
across users and non users. As well the research method had to be qualitative . Further,
group discussions were more appropriate than individual interviews because there was a
need to drive ideas forward and to utilise a number of projective techniques to understand
the underlying attitudes towards the brand and motivations to purchase : these are best
achieved in the supportive and interactive environment of a group discussion.
Twelve group discussions, lasting two hours, were carried out in order to ensure an
adequate demographic and regional spread .
The sample structure undertaken is outlined below :
USAGE
Loyalists

GENDER
Male

Other Brand Loyalists

Female

Promiscuous

Male

Loyalists

Female

North West

Other Brand Loyalists

Male
Female

North East

Promiscuous
(to include some outright
rejectors)
Loyalists
(to include some outright
rejectors)
Other Brand Loyalists
Promiscuous

Male

Loyalists

Female

Other Brand Loyalists

Male

Promiscuous

Female

AREA
South West

Wales

South East

Midlands

AGE/LIFESTAGE
35 + married/cohabiting with
families, mix of work status
25-34 married/cohabiting,
childless, working
35 + married/cohabiting with
families, working
18-24 single, working or
students
18-24 single, working or
students
25-34 married/cohabiting,
childless, working

Male

25-34 married/cohabiting,
childless, working

Female

35 + married/cohabiting with
families, mix of work status
18-24 single, working or
students
25-34 married/cohabiting,
childless, working
25-34 married/cohabiting,
childless, working
35 + married/cohabiting with
families, mix of work status

Definitions :
Loyalists : used Sovereign most often/regularly
Promiscuous : brand switchers who may include Sovereign in repertoires
Other Brand Loyalists : loyal to competitive brands, never or rarely smoke Sovereign, but do not
rule it out
Social class was allowed to fall out as a function of brand usage .
The groups were also recruited to be broadly representative of the split between Full and Low tar
brand users .
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RESPONDENT BACKGROUND

Across the twelve groups and six research locations, a broad variety of individuals were
interviewed . This said, these variations were typical of the variety of lifestages and sex that were
present.
Overall, the sample tended to be biased towards more downmarket individuals, which would
broadly reflect the social profile of smokers generally . This more downmarket feel does tend to
impact on respondents' behaviour in terms of social life, as well as their attitudes to brands and
smoking .
Thus, in terms of current situation :
18-24 :

some students
young male manual workers
clerical/care
workers/service industry
female
a more limited number of graduates
most single, but with boy/girl friends
most living at home
b
relatively high disposable income
extremely socially active, often out 3/4 times per week
mainly pubs and clubbing/cinema
more likely to be into music listening and playing (young men)

25-34 :

most men skilled manual
most women working, at least part time; social services/child minding/retail/office
many now married with children
most living away from home
more pressure on time
b
most still socially active
restaurant, as well as pubs and (clubs)
men - sports (still)/fishing??
women - keep fit

35 plus :
most married or divorced
predominantly
skilled
manual
; chef/engineer/bars manager, or clerical workers
Again
b
It was not uncommon for the men in the groups particularly in
the North East to mention periods of unemployment
time constraints particularly on women acute
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social life tends to be more restricted
where it does take place it centres on the pub, or with
partners possibly a meal out
Interestingly, across the sample there was a greater division in social life between same sex
friends and activities with partners than is often found . This was particularly so in the North
where both "Lads", as well as "Girls" nights out were common and almost ritualistic in
regularity and importance . Most extreme being the groups in Newcastle .
For men this was often a Friday night where they might start or stay in the same location.
Amongst women these nights out could cover a range of activities ; out on the town, local pub quiz nights etc . and less commonly bingo
Also apart from a particular group of 25-34 women in Manchester, entertaining at home, for
example having friends round to the house for drinks, or dinner parties did not really figure .
Across the age ranges various leisure activities were undertaken:
Young men most sport active . Interest in sport tended to turn to keep fit for older respondents,
especially women . Older men being the least sports/fitness active not surprisingly, amongst older
respondents more time is centred on the home and in particular on children : decorating/DIY
become hobbies taking children to events ; football etc., or days out
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BRAND/SMOKER HISTORY

Most respondents were long term smokers, something which also applied to the 18-24 year olds .
It was quite rare that individuals had taken up smoking in their mid to late twenties.
In terms of the amount smoked older men tended to be the heaviest smokers (20+ per day) .
Whilst the propensity to low tar brands was female, although appeared to be less a function of
womens' age.
The vast majority of respondents were daily regular smokers, by this we mean habitually smoking
during the day, as well as in the evening, weekday, as well as weekend .
Many spoke of the impact of "no smoking" bans at their place of work, which in many instances
had led to a reduction in their consumption levels . Thus smoking during the working day had to
be restricted to breaks, such as lunch time, (or might become more common if they had "had a
hard day" .)?
Virtually all respondents claimed that their smoking increased at the weekends :
no bans
out socially - effect of alcohol
Many mentioned what had been for them "starter" brands i .e. brands that they had bought when
they had first started smoking . These brands tended to be remembered fondly, but were often
brands which no longer figured in their repertoires, or in fact were brands that were felt to have
fallen out of the market altogether : No . 6, JPS
The most dominant brands in the market tended to be the ubiquitous Benson & Hedges and Silk
Cut, as well as Regal. Having said this the importance of Regal did tend to be more regionally
biased, having most impact in Newcastle, Manchester and Cardiff .
In terms of the 18-24 and to a lesser extent the 25-35 year olds, Marlboro Reds and Lights had a
much greater impact . Individuals tended either to claim that they had had a Marlboro Reds
"phase", often when they had been students, or when younger, or had moved to Marlboro Lights
as a premium equivalent to Silk Cut.
Indeed, Marlboro Lights, as a brand, clearly held a certain social cache for some younger
smokers that was greater than other "premium" brands . This brand had clearly moved into
"trendy" territory, over and above just being premium .
These Marlboro Lights smokers were also more likely to mention the good design of the pack as
being a reason for liking the brand, although this probably only reinforced the notion that this is a
bragging brand for these individuals.
There was however, from this quite working class sample, also some reaction against the brand as
being a "student" brand, or "Southern" i.e . they rejected its more aspirational nature.
Most respondents had in the course of their smoking history been quite loyal to two or three
brands . However, there were exceptions :
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Particularly amongst men in the North certain brands were felt to be cornerstones of smoking .
Many claimed only ever to have smoked their particular brand, which in these instances tended
to be either Regal or Bensons & Hedges . Not surprisingly, this was most likely to be the case
amongst those who were recruited as "loyalists", although a strong sense of local affinity to these
brands was also common amongst individuals from other groups but had moved away from these
brands due to trading down on price, or moving to a low tar alternative
(swap brands?) "No, never, not unless y'know they haven't got them in the vending
machine in the Pub" (18-24 male, Loyalist, Oldham)
"Regal has always been the big brand round here" (25-35, male, Sovereign Smoker,
Newcastle)
Unsurprisingly, promiscuous smokers tended to have the most expansive brand histories, as well
as broadest current repertoires . Although even some current brand loyal respondents quite
commonly had moved through 5\6 brands over the years . It should be mentioned that most
promiscuous smokers were repertoire smokers of 3\4 brands at most . Only in a small number of
cases did individuals claim to be completely ambivalent to brand, smoking whatever came to hand
or was cheapest .

As mentioned above, there did tend to be brands that appeared to be very strong at a regional
level, to the point that they may became regional identified . However, it is important to
understand that this regionality and subsequent brand re-enforcement, also happened, or rather
found its base, at a peer group level.
Thus, just in the same way that Regal, for example, might be a "Northern" brand (or a Cardiff
brand) and therefore be more acceptable to individuals in that region who identify with it. The
same forces, but to a greater degree, occurred amongst smaller groups of individuals . Time and
again, respondents argued that their brand choice was based upon the premise that "all their
friends smoked them" or "everybody at work smokes them" (this accepting that taste was
acceptable) .
This more communal approach to brand choice appears to come from a range of factors ;
most of our respondents were
working class (some extremely so)
b
psycho/sociological
drivers and
there tends to be
set of values towards :
- conformity
- community
- collectivity
Thus, standing out as an individual is not as powerful as in other markets or amongst other
individuals .
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"Brand has a lot to do with it. If she was going out and smoking Regal. . and I was
smoking some inferior brand. 1 would probably go out and buy Regal. You all tend to
smoke the same brand". (18-24 female, Sovereign, Cardiff)
also smoking is a social habit

a

our sample were very Pub based
in their social life (again a signal of a more
working class heritage)
b
cigarettes are therefore shared at work and
when out socially
Therefore broadly, there are pressures in terms of brand choice to conform to big volume brands :

Regionality

C
-

Peers
Conformity

Therefore, there appeared to be an underlying trend and desire to fit into "others" brand choice .
Not surprisingly then, respondents who were smoking lower priced brands had tended to have
traded down from premium brands . This was often due to:
- changes in circumstance (unemployment)
- overall financial pressure - could not justify extra expense
- felt that they received a financial benefit, whilst still smoking an acceptable brand
"I must admit, when 1 go out on a Thursday night with the girls, I don't take Royals with
me, I'll take Bensons. I don't like the idea that they think I'm going cheaper". (35+
female, Loyalists, Newcastle)
However, even amongst Loyal premium smokers, there appeared to be less stigma attached to the
smoking of lower priced brands than was once the case .
Further, there did appear to be a siding scale of sensitivity to the smoking of lower priced brands :
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Younger
Men

Older
Wome

Younger ~' Older
Men
Women
Decreasingly sensitive

Overall, older women tended to be least sensitive to the issue,
although there were of course always exceptions .
"I think it matters more with the younger ones. As you get older these
female, Loyalists, Newcastle)

things matter less" (35 +

This reduction in the sensitivity of smoking lower priced brands appeared to be due to fairly
simple reasons :
their greater presence in the market place
more people were seen with them
more individuals had personally tried them
a real feel for the disparity in the cost of premium and

lower priced brands

"There's not a great deal of difference and I save 70p a packet ". (25-35 male, Sovereign,
Newcastle)
Thus it could be argued that not only for economic reasons, but also due to increasing
penetration, pressures on dropping out of the premium bracket have reduced, and thus pressures
on non-conformity were reducing .
There were, though, other dynamics active in the market in terms of individuals changing brands .
Possibly most important was the trend towards the smoking of lower tar cigarettes, typically
groups felt:
-

they were better for health directly
that a brand "felt too harsh"
sore throat
morning cough - "they became too much for me"

It was also mentioned that individuals might change brands because they preferred the taste
(perhaps at the same price point)
Further, some respondents also mentioned that they had changed brands due to some sort of
promotional activity .
Respondents claimed to have reacted to:
- price flashes on packs
- discount vouchers both in the pack and that had been mailed
- lighter offers
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to them

as well as retention schemes such as "Focus points" .
In fact it is noticeable that this type of point collection scheme appeared to have greater presence
amongst men . Presumably due to the long heritage of cigarette coupon collection scheme
particularly with such brands as Embassy No . 1 .
In terms of price flashes, when prompted, a minority of promiscuous and Sovereign smokers did
claim to scan the displays in store to check on prices .
Lambert & Butler have usually got a big £1 .38 stuck across thefront and Mayfair usually
have a £l . 30 stuck on the front. These arefor 10's and £2. 37for 20's". (25-35 male,
Sovereign, Newcastle)
Particularly in Newcastle, it was noticeable that promotional activity carried out had had a
positive effect in the introduction of Sovereign to consumers. Several individuals recalled that
they had received offers through the post, which had led them to try the brand in the first
instance.
"That's how I started Sovereign for thefirst time, because through the post 1 got money off
vouchers . . about £S. 00 worth . Well I thought I'd try them . 20p here, 50p off this pack. . I
took them into the shop and that is how I tried them". (25-35 male, Sovereign, Newcastle)
Some had altered their smoking habits merely because it was easier to smoke the same brand as
their partner.
"tried Superkings because my girlfriend smokes Superkings " (35 + male, Sovereign,
Southampton)
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LOCATION OF PURCHASE

Even amongst purchasers of lower priced brands, cigarette purchase was dominated by distress
purchase in the independent stores . The most important purchase locations were :
Newspaper shop/local store/off licence /garages (esp. 24hour)/
mini-supermarkets
b
can be anytime, but usually from home . Unless purchasing
close to place of work
b
Purchase of single packs of 20's dominate, although
10's did figure (discussed below)
Vending machines
b
Whilst out socially. Most will try and avoid by "stocking up"
early in the evening
- dislike poor value for money
- dislike limited choice
b
Inclusion in vending machines was seen as an indicator of
brand equity, i.e. premium quality, popular
Supermarkets
b
many will tend to only buy a single pack, although
the purchasing of 2 packs was more common .
Surprisingly, few bought 100's, or 200's at a time

a

Larger quantity buyers appeared more likely to be
promiscuous and more likely to be female . There
was some limited evidence of women
purchasing for husband's
Other points of purchase that were mentioned were :
Duty free: this appeared to be quite important for some individuals . There was some evidence
that smokers of low price brands would trade up in this situation .
Black market : Mentioned particularly in Newcastle . Again some respondents claimed that they
would trade up if smoking lower priced brands
Budget independent's : There was also a limited mention of independent stores which specialised
in bulk sale of cigarettes, allowing them to cut price across the board .
The purchasing of 10's was mentioned by a minority of individuals, both male and female,
although they did tend to be at the younger end of the sample .
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The purchasing of 10's tended to take place during the week and in particular during the day .
Essentially, this was a cost saving measure, although some argued that it made them feel "less
guilty", that they therefore :
- smoked less and this was better for them
- smoked less and thus saved money
Interestingly, it was mentioned both in Southampton and Newcastle by Sovereign smokers that
they had at times experienced problems obtaining their brand. In Newcastle in particular it was
mentioned that a good proportion of shops did not stock the brand . In other cases, the brand had
merely run out.
"Only about 60 % of shops have Sovereign" (25-35 male, Sovereign, Newcastle)
Otherwise, in terms of location of purchase and quantity of purchase at any given time, Sovereign
buyers behaviour fell into line with the rest of the market .
- distress purchase driven
- independent dominated with supermarkets (a more peripheral location of purchase)
- dominated by single purchases of 20's
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QUALITATIVE MAPPING

Through a series of sorting exercises in the groups, respondents were asked to map out the
structure of the market . Respondents were told that they could sort the market by any criteria they
choose . Invariably the groups sorted primarily on the dimensions of strength and a broad price
perception. However, as will be illustrated below, perceptions of a brands position in the market
are not purely linked to price ; a raft of other discriminating factors tend also to be in operation .
Most groups also, depending on the weight of light smokers, sorted brands, lights versus full
strength .
The mapping exercise found that broadly all the respondents, irrespective of typology, map the
market structure in broadly the same way . There were, however, some differences, particularly in
terms of where certain brands fell; in particular Lambert & Butler, and the composition of brands
in a "second tier" grouping . Thus, it is possible to discern essentially two broad market maps
created by respondents, which appear to be driven by gender and whether respondents were
promiscuous or not.
Below are detailed two brand maps, the first which outlines the market for the majority of
respondents, the second indicating the impact of men in the positioning of Lambert & Butler.
The market structure illustrated below is a mapping with the particular impact of promiscuous
smokers and women :
Premium

2nd Tier

B&H, Regal, Emb. No. l ,
(Silk Cut)

L&B, Royals, Sovereign,
(Craven A),
Mayfair
Dorchester, Raffles,

Dropped
out
Superkings, B&H 100s,
Dorchester 100s

Rejected
When promiscuous smokers were mapping brands, perhaps not surprisingly the number of brands
in the second Tier was likely to expand, to include such brands as Craven A and Mayfair or even
Dorchester . Sovereign smokers and competitor loyalists tended to segment the market to a greater
degree, often pushing Mayfair out of the bottom of the second tier.
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Premium, these brands were :
Accepted market leaders
Ubiquitous
Always seen/common brand
Popular
Advertised/Sponsorship
Good Quality
Established
Brand Names
Fashionable
Available in vending machines
b
For some promiscuous/Sovereign smokers:
Expensive
"Pay day" cigarettes
"common brands that you see everyone with on the street. . . Ifyou sit in the Pub, you will
see one of those packs on each table. . . It is just what you were brought up on. . the Regals
and the Bensons and Embassys are what you brought to school". (25-35 male, Sovereign,
Newcastle)
"The best ones, the normal stronger ones". (25-34 female, promiscuous, Manchester)
There was a strong sense, when discussing this group of cigarettes with respondents, that whilst
described as good quality etc . these were not premium in the sense of being a select group of
brands at the top of the market, but rather the norm . Albeit one by which all else are judged.
Further, these brands were the expected and accepted brands in the market . In a sense their
premium nature did not make them stand out, but rather had the opposite effect . Their previous
standing was build on their popularity and ubiquity, as much as their price and quality .
2nd Tier, these brands were,
For most :
Cheap
Acceptable quality = acceptable taste (for many)
Good value
Price flashed
Newer brands
Less popular
Cheap packaging
b
For many premium competitor loyalists:
Cheap & nasty
Poor taste
Older smokers/students/unemployed
"Cheapy, but good ones ". (35 + female, Competitor Loyalists, Newcastle)
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"Not as expensive, good value. When you haven't got enough for a decent packet offags ".
(35 + male, Promiscuous, South Norwood)
"Sovereign and the others are slightly less popular, because they are cheaper I suppose . . .
They are the cheaper alternatives. The ones on the top row are pay day cigarettes". (18-24
female, Sovereign, Cardiff)
"You never see them in the vending machines" . (18-24 male,

Sovereign, Newcastle)

There remain individuals in the market for whom any move from their current brand would be
rejected . This tended to be more so for premium smokers, although in this sample, these were a
minority . Amongst the majority of the sample, most of these brands were an acceptable
alternative . However, it should be stated that many respondents argued that in a situation where
price was not an issue for them many would trade back up.
Indeed, it was evident that smokers of 2nd tier brands, remained for the most part aspirant for
their brands . Those Lambert & Butler smokers, as well as Sovereign smokers in the sample,
always tended to want to promote their brand towards the premium category . Always wanted
their brand to fit in and be acceptable .
There also appeared to quite accepted differences between the premium and 2nd tier brands, in
marketing and promotion terms :

2nd Tier
Price flashed
Advertising

Premium:
Strong Advertising presence
Sponsorship
Collection schemes
Money off vouchers
Vending machines
Rejected, these brands were :
Rejected on taste/quality terms
Cheap & nasty (all)
Never tried
Stigma
Dodgy - "Shit"
Unemployed

"For dead enders, UB40 ". (35 + male, Sovereign, Southampton)
"Those are the nasty smelly ones, that leave a horrible aftertaste in your mouth ". (35 +
male, Competitor loyalists, Newcastle)
Effectively this is the pile where price is perceived so low that the quality of the product is
seriously called into question . Essentially, there appeared to be no cues which allow the low price
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point to stop being an indicator of low quality . Interestingly, this appears not to be the case for
Sovereign due to the Benson & Hedges endorsement . The Lambert & Butler brand has inferred
quality due to its popularity and the fact that it is perceived to be an established brand.
However, other brands could fall into this reject category, especially Mayfair and to a lesser
extent Craven A.
Of the other groups in the map the above two groups appear significant:
Dunhill/JPS : These brands tended to be placed together and were rejected in the vast majority of
instances by respondents . These brands were essentially brands that were felt to have "dropped
were felt to have a premium heritage (Dunhill could be super
out" of the market. Both clearly
premium), however their presence in the market was minimal and more importantly, they were
not seen to be smoked by anybody . Indeed, these brands appeared to be proof that being premium
in pedigree, does not lead to automatic inclusion in the premium group . Rather, mass presence
was required .
100's (Superkings, B&H 100's etc .): Respondents generally mapped these brands as a separate
product category as they would lights, or menthol products . Most rejected these products on the
grounds of length, this was particularly true of men. Across the sample, very few longer than
king size smokers were apparent .
Overall, these brands were felt to be broadly acceptable, and probably in the same quality/taste,
price position as the 2nd Tier brands . These brands tended to be described as much by those that
were perceived to smoke them as any product quality such as length. That is :
Female
Heavy smokers
Middle aged
Value for money
Camp/poser
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The second brand map indicates the elevated position of Lambert & Butler in the market
particularly amongst men, Sovereign and competitor loyalists .
Premium
B&H, Regal, Emb. No . l,
(Silk Cut
i2nd Tier

Dunhill,
JPS

Dropped
out

Menthol

Superkings, B&H 100s,
Dorchester 100s

Royals, Sovereign,
(Craven A),
Mayfair

Particularly in the groups conducted amongst men, Lambert & Butler starts to move towards the
premium grouping . The reason for this shift is not necessarily an acceptance of true premium
quality (although this becomes inferred), but rather is a function of sheer popularity. Lambert &
Butler appeared for these respondents to have attained a critical mass in the market place which
leads the brand into the territory of a brand "smoked by everyone" .
"Ifyou went to a shop and there were no Embassy or Bensons and there were like Lambert
& Butler, you'd get them wouldn't you!" (18-24 male, Competitor loyalists, Manchester)
Interestingly, in two of the Sovereign loyalists groups, Sovereign also moved to the same
intermediate position that Lambert & Butler had attained in the chart above. However, this did
not take place in any of the promiscuous groups, or the groups of competitor loyalists .
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Premium

Dropped
out
Superkings, B&H 100s,
Dorchester 100s

Rejected
Perhaps this again indicates the desire of lower price smokers for
their brands to be as "premium" as possible .
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SOVEREIGN

8 .1

Current Purchasing Behaviour

The introduction of Sovereign to those that smoked the brand tended to have been caused by one
of three reasons :
Below the line promotions
- posted vouchers
- reaction to price flashed packs
Introduction through a friend
Reacted because of the price point and the Benson & Hedges endorsement
Historical introduction to the brand through a Mother or Father
The last route into the brand is of particular interest, since it is also a factor in the imagery of the
brands for some respondents . Certain individuals, a small minority, recalled their parents
smoking the brand many years previously. Some had tried the brand, if surreptitiously, at this
time. Others had at least recalled the brand name .
In terms of current purchasing behaviour, most of the Sovereign smokers in the sample tended to
be repertoire smokers, to at least some degree . Whilst there were a minority who claimed to only
smoke Sovereign, a significant proportion claimed to trade up to other brands .
What appeared to be the case was, that at least for some Sovereign smokers, the brand was a
staple, i.e . it was a basic brand bought on an everyday basis. However, when individuals were
more affluent, they traded back up to a premium brand. This could be for a period in the month
after being paid, or over the weekend after being paid on Fridays .
There was evidence of respondents trading back up to a range of premium brands, including
Benson and Hedges and Regal . This is quite important since Sovereign is therefore capable of
taking share from wherever the leading brands are present.
It was noticeable in the sample of promiscuous smokers that virtually none of them had Sovereign
as a regular part of their repertoire .
8.2

Sovereign Brand Imagery

Reaction to Sovereign in brand image terms tended to be quite mixed, a signal in itself that the
brand amongst many was yet to imprint a strong personality onto consumers .
Further, any evaluation of the Sovereign brand image must start with the appreciation that
different respondents come to the brand from three different perspectives .
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Three perspectives on Sovereign

Remember the
old Sovereign

Believe Sovereign
to be a new brand

Don't really
know the brand

Historical perspective :
As mentioned previously, a minority of older respondents recalled the Sovereign brand from prior
to the relaunch . In a number of these instances, respondents recalled their parents with the brand
many years ago .
These individuals tended to have quite a clear feeling of where the brand had come from :
-

recalled a gold pack
cheap brand
Mum's/Dad's brand
harsh
B&H sub brand
only older respondents remember this

Importantly, these older respondents appeared to retain a down market residual memory of the
brand which reconfirmed their beliefs of the current offering .
8.3

New Brand Perspective :

For some of the younger respondents however Sovereign was a new brand, that had been
launched in the last 2/3 years .
Particularly for the younger Sovereign loyalists, this newness could translate in terms of the brand
being more "for them", as opposed to some older focused brands in the market, such as Bensons
& Hedges.
8.4

Little Knowledge Perspective :

A significant proportion of the promiscuous and competitor loyal smokers felt that they had little
insight into the specifics of the brand image . They therefore tended to react directly to the
perceived price point, the pack and the name .
For these respondents, especially those who were competitor loyal, Sovereign could often be
portrayed in a rather generic sense of one of a number of low price brands .
(Projective: when asked what brand of shop Sovereign might be)
"Mail order, because you don't know anything about them do you, so you can't associate
with them". (25-35 female, Promiscuous, Manchester)
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Perhaps not surprisingly given the different perspectives Sovereign's overall brand image tended
to be quite broad and often indistinct .
Tends to be premiumcompetitors/Some
lower priced loyalists
- attacking low price point, black
packaging/name/price flash

Sovereign loyalists/Some lower priced comps:
- often projecting
themselves in the brand
Middle of the road
Common man
Fiesta/Escort/Golf car
Classy
(female too)
Glamorous
Working class mums
Active
Value for money
vibrant
Acceptable Quality (B&H)
Young
Sociable
Young
Happy go lucky

On the dole
Very old or young
Skoda
Low quality
Vulgar
Trying to be posh
Cheap
Old World

Minority view
some positive cues from
black pack/name
- vibrancy comes from
being a new brand

When evaluating the various brand collages that were undertaken in the groups, the negative
extremes of the imagery above tended to be expressed to a greater extent .
In terms of what Sovereign is, the brand became:
Value for money
b
Cheap
Poor quality
In terms of what Sovereign is not, the brand was portrayed as :
Not trendy
Not a premium brand
Not well advertised
Not sexy
Not popular
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Typical collage of what Sovereign is :
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Typical collage of what Sovereign is not :
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However, it should be mentioned that where individuals had a more limited understanding or
knowledge of the brand, more generic imagery of lower priced cigarettes, or cigarettes generally,
came into play .
Further, when respondents undertook a collage of the lights variant, a lighter, fresher, healthier
atmosphere was in evidence . This being in line with what might be expected for lights, rather
than being Sovereign specific . This said, the Sovereign imagery did then benefit to a degree from
this more positive association.
The key drivers of respondents' brand imagery tended to be :
The Name : Sovereign = Sovereign coin, old, traditional, quality, classy .
Plus Gold - expense, quality, Benson & Hedges
The Packaging (discussed in separate section below)
General perceptions of the non-premium lower priced

brands

Interestingly, however when respondents were asked to describe the brand manager of Sovereign
a more dynamic perception of the brand was described. In this instance, respondents were more
likely to pick up on the "newness" of the brand, arguing that the brand did have potential .
"Younger man trying to prove himself" .

(25-34

female, Competitor, Southampton)

"Trying to get across to younger people with that price and packaging ".
Sovereign, South Norwood)
"Someone who wants to get promoted to B&H".

(18-24

"Kenny Daglish, has potential, but not doing anything" .
Newcastle)

(25-34

female,

male, Promiscuous, S . Norwood)
(25-34

male, Sovereign,

"Sits at home all the time, in an inexpensive suit (Fosters) . Tries hard, believes in
himself". (25-34, Competitor loyal, Birmingham)
Thus the brand here was portrayed as having potential, if being somewhat inert.
8.5

Competitor Brand Imagery

Across the groups the key competitors to Sovereign were perceived to be Lambert & Butler and
Rothmans Royals .
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8.6

Lambert & Butler :

Overall Lambert & Butler occupies much of the same ground as Sovereign in terms of how nonpremium brands are characterised especially by premium loyal competitors . However, in this
instance the brand carries greater kudos based upon the brand being :

- more established
- more popular
- younger

/ Increasingly popular
Trendy
Young/Youth
Pioneer - Wrangler/Levi
Average/everyday/standard
Established/staple
Value for money

Lager
On the dole
Very old or young
Cheap& Nasty
Again not:
rich
sophisticated
upper class

Clearly the brand was exhibiting greater premium values than Sovereign . However, this appeared
to be based more on the popularity of the brand, rather than any increase in perceptions of
quality .
Essentially, the brand has become more acceptable through being more popular . What appears to
be in evidence is that as the brand has become more popular, a critical mass has been achieved
whereby the brand presence turns the brand into one that "everybody smokes" - one of the key
attributes of the premium brands . As mentioned earlier in the report, the more downmarket nature
of the sample means that to respondents, this facet of inclusion is important for a brand .
"(Sovereign) Might have the same pedigree as Lambert & Butler, but not the same
popularity" . (25-34 male, Sovereign, Newcastle)
However, respondents also appear to be aware of the limitations of the Lambert & Butler
brand, particularly the premium competitor loyalists .
(Collage)
Question : "So what is the picture of the Scotland (football) team about"?
Answer : "It will never be Brazil will it, Lambert & Butler" . (18-24 male, Competitor
loyalist, Manchester)
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The other key aspect to the Lambert & Butler current brand image is that the brand is perceived
to be young in terms of its constituency . The perceived younger profile of the brand then starts to
allow the brand to begin to be quite trendy/cool . There was also limited comment that the
Lambert & Butler advertising was quite modern in its humour, quite dead pan .
Thus the Lambert & Butler brand imagery appears to be driven :
- more recent ubiquity (even in some vending machines)
- packaging : generally perceived to be positive, the silver and gold being classic quality cues,
although for some the packaging can be rather dated 70's
- Advertising : (discussed in separate section below)
Typical collage of what Lambert & Butler is:
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What Lambert & Butler is not:

8.7

Rothmans Royals:

The Rothmans Royals imagery overall tended to be less positive than either that of Lambert &
Butler, or Sovereign .

Male
\
Student/pressured businessman
Cheap lager
Burton/Littlewoods
Cheap Brand
Royal family associations
For heavy smokers
Value for money
Unconventional
can be :
seedy
grubby
a loner
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Rather unfortunately for Rothmans Royals, the unique proposition of 24 in a packet can be a
double edged sword, with "ground breaking" and "unconventional", also leading to a brand that
is for heavy smokers which tended to have a rather grubby/seedy inference. The brand was also
clearly felt to be the most typically male .
The key drivers for the brand appeared to be :
- the pack: appeared quite strong, inferred masculinity
- the unique proposition
Typical collage of what Rothmans Royals is :

In terms of the relationship between these three prime competitors it would appear that whilst all
three brands are positioned in respondents' minds as low priced/value for money, there is a
perceptual hierarchy in operation.
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Thus the competitive set can be illustrated as below :

Lambert & Butler (Sovereign for loyalists)
i
Sovereign
Rothmans Royals .*-r- Longer than
king size
Mayfair etc.
Within this context, Superkings tended not to be perceived as a core competitor to Sovereign .
This would appear to be the case for a number of reasons .
First, longer than king size tended to be perceived as an independent market segment, as was
illustrated in the mapping exercise . This was the case in virtually all instances, and was
particularly the case with male respondents . The longer than king size sector, being characterised
as :
Female
Feminine
Value for money
For heavy smokers
(sophisticated)
Second, the issue of longer than king size being for heavy smokers appeared to place Superkings,
Berkeley, Raffles and Benson & Hedges 100s closer to the position of Royals, since their "extra"
sticks were thought to make them more attractive to heavy smokers too .
8.8

Benson & Hedges :

Not surprisingly Benson & Hedges was perceived as a true premium brand :
High quality
Ubiquitous
b
BMW
Budweiser
There was however for some, an undertone of being older, especially amongst younger smokers
8.9

Silk Cut:

Silk Cut was clearly perceived as the market leader in the lights category . The brand had similar
premium values to other premium brands, along with the associations of being fresh and
healthier, which reside with the lights category .
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Interestingly, Silk Cut was often mapped on its own in the market . This was done on the basis
that the brand had an extended set of variants, which individuals were familiar with, and which
set the brand apart.
Closest competition to Silk Cut was felt to come from Marlboro Lights particularly amongst
younger respondents .
Another common association with Silk Cut was with the unsatisfactory nature of the taste
'
delivery, which was most often criticised by full strength smokers .
"You'd have to put a poultice on your neck to get anything out of them" . (35 + female,
Competitor loyal, Newcastle)
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9

SOVEREIGN MARKETING MIX

9.1

Reaction to the Sovereign Product

Across all of the groups conducted respondents were invited to try the Sovereign product .
Respondents were given either the standard brand, or the lights version dependent upon their
current tastes.
In the vast majority of instances, reaction to the product was positive . Effectively only a minority
of competitor loyalists rejected the product, though one suspects that for this minority any product
would have been treated in this way .
The overall positive response to the product was that it was "smooth", which was taken as a
positive indicator of quality .
"I don't find them as harsh as normal Benson and Hedges ".
Newcastle)
"Not as strong as I thought they'd be".
"Quite nice, I could smoke these ".

(18-24

(35 +

(25-34

male Sovereign,

male, Competitor loyalist, Manchester)

Female, Promiscuous,

Southampton)

The lights product too was perceived positively, within the lights context it was described as .
"More satisfying than Silk Cut".

(35 +

Female, Promiscuous,

Where there was negative comment amongst respondents, two

Southampton)

issues were mentioned :

- that towards the end of the cigarette, they became harsh
- that they burned down quickly, which was seen as a characteristic of lower priced brands
"All right at first, but then harsher at the end".
Norwood)

(25-34

female,

Competitor loyal, South

It should be noted that the impact of the Benson and Hedges heritage was mentioned, both by
current Sovereign smokers and some competitor loyalists .
"B&H quality".

(25-34

male, Sovereign)

"Not as nice as Embassy, but nicer than B&H".
"About the same as B&H".

(25-34

(18-24

female,

female, Competitor loyal,

Sovereign, Cardiff)
Southampton)

There was also comment, particularly by some competitor loyal respondents, that the "smooth"
taste of the product was at odds with the packaging . In these instances, respondents mentioned
that the black packaging indicated a product that would be stronger in some way
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9.2

Reaction to the Sovereign Packaging

Respondents reaction to the Sovereign packaging essentially needs to be evaluated in two
contexts, the packs themselves and the packs with price flashes affixed to them.
9.3

The Black Sovereign Pack:

In many instances, the overall design of the black pack came in for criticism . Perhaps
surprisingly, this was also the case amongst some of the Sovereign loyalist smokers. This
primarily on the basis of the black colour of the standard pack . There were a number of negative
associations :
Black = morbid, connotation of death
"reminds me of death as well". (18-24 female, Sovereign, Cardiff)
Black = "tacky" brands, such as Black Cat and Raffles . There were also associations with
JPS which could be both positive and negative
"Just another cheap packet, another Raffles ". (25-34 female promiscuous, Manchester)
JPS = professional/some premium values . However, a dying brand
Black = Strong taste associations, which for some was at odds with the "smooth" taste
delivery .
"The cigarette is all right. It's just the packet that's not attractive ". (18-24 female,
Sovereign, Cardiff)
Black = Thought to have poor shelf stand out
Black = Male (JPS's)
Whilst many respondents did react against the black pack, there were others who felt that the
black colour imparted more positive associations . For these respondents, albeit a minority, black
could indicate :
night-time/nightlife
sophistication
classy
In terms of the gold labelling on the black packet most respondents argued that the gold colouring
had a positive impact on the quality perceptions of the product .
This was due to the inherent quality associations with the gold colour and more particularly
because of the link with the Benson & Hedges sub-branding, which gave real equity to Sovereign .
In many instances, both Sovereign and Competitor smokers mentioned this Benson & Hedges
association on a spontaneous basis.
"Carbon copy of the B&H. Gold writing on the black box ". (25-35 male Sovereign,
Newcastle)
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Indeed, in many instances it was argued that to boost the Benson & Hedges associations through
the pack would be beneficial to sales of Sovereign .
The gold coin on the front of the pack was felt by some respondents to be indistinct . It was felt
that it could be made clearer, brighter, i.e . more gold. Some respondents in fact, referred to the
coin emblem as a shield, rather than seeing it as a coin.
The coin emblem, where picked up on, tended to signify :
Old world
Heritage
Quality

a

although could also be :
Brassy
Dated
9.4

The Silver Lights pack :

The silver design for the lights variant met with broad approval .
The light colour clearly indicated a lights product, particularly in comparison with the standard
black pack . Further, silver itself did imbue the brand with some quality cues . The silver pack was
also felt tobe quite eye catching .
However, for a small minority the silver pack was felt to be rather like the Lambert & Butler
packaging making it rather "me too" .
"The silver is Lambert & Butler which is cheap ". (35 + female, Promiscuous, B'ham)
The second main issue in terms of Sovereign packaging was regarding the use of the price flash.
Whilst for certain respondents the price flash was a positive provider of price information and
some did claim to make day to day purchasing decisions based on them . For a significant
proportion of respondents, the price flash device did effect their perceptions of Sovereign .
Whilst without the price flash, the packing might be acceptable for certain individuals . When
price flashed, Sovereign tended to be demoted in the eyes of some. Indeed, certain promiscuous
smokers in the mapping exercise tended to map all the price flashed packs together.
The problem in this finding for Sovereign, was that this might mean that the brand might be
perceived as being in the same category as Mayfair, whereas in many instances it was felt to be
superior to it. Further, although Lambert & Butler was also price flashed, it appears that its
current popularity negates the negative effects, at least to some degree .
Thus whilst for some Sovereign loyalists and low priced promiscuous shoppers, price flashes
were an accepted convention which provided information . For other premium brand respondents,
this activity clearly placed Sovereign in the discount sector of the market and `not for them' .
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Classy
Glamorous
Active
vibrant
Young

/Middle of the road\
Common man
Fiesta/Escort/Golf car
(female too)
Working class mums
Value for money
Acceptable Quality (B&H)
Sociable
Young
Happy go lucky

On the dole
Very old or young
Skoda
Low quality
Vulgar
Trying to be posh ,
Cheap
Old World

With price flash
9 .5

Reaction to Sovereign Advertising in a Competitive Context

Advertising Recall :
On a spontaneous basis, a range of advertising and marketing activity was mentioned by
respondents . However, there was a variance in the ability of respondents to recall this activity
across the groups . Those most able to recall campaigns appeared to be older respondents and
men.
Press/Billboard (mentioned in rough frequency of mention) :
Silk Cut- silk and scissors (all groups)
Marlboro - Cowboy/bottle top/Marlboro country (all groups)
Benson & Hedges - obscure campaigns/oblique (all groups)
Regal - "Reg" campaign/something old, something borrowed,
something blue (most groups)
Lambert & Butler - either just price was mentioned,
or the Mr Lambert and Mr Butler theme (half the groups)
Rothmans Royals - number of sticks plus price (half the groups)
Superkings - train (two groups)
Sovereign - (three of the Sovereign groups + one competitor
loyalist group) recalled as :
"a jester"
"a silly clown"
"weird advertising" - `just the price"
"Cheaper B&H".
Sponsorship recall:
Marlboro, Rothmans, Benson & Hedges - Fl
Dunhill -Golf
Embassy - Snooker/Darts
Stuyvesent -Boats
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Other activity :
Embassy - Focus points
Across the range of advertising discussed at this time, it was clear that certain conventions
appeared to be understood by respondents .
First, that the most popular brands in the market place were the ones that could afford to
advertise . De facto small brands could be defined in part as small because of a'lack of advertising .
Thus being advertised indicates premium values .
Second, the best known brands did have the latitude to be obscure in their advertising .
"You can only have obscure advertising once established". (25-35 male, Competitor loyal,
B' ham)
"Benson and Hedges can get away with that because they are well known, everybody
knows their name already ". (35 + female, Competitor loyal, Newcastle)
"Cigarette ads don't make sense" . (18-24 male, Promiscuous,
Certain brands were recalled as advertising price. These

South Norwood)

were:

Lambert & Butler
Royals
Sovereign
Generally, price advertising equated to a cheaper brand and lower quality expectations
"Ads with the price . . At the back ofyour mind you do think it's cheaper" . (25-35 male,
Sovereign, Newcastle)
In terms of their reaction to advertising, most respondents argued that most advertising merely
kept brand names fresh in their minds . Many did not believe that their brand preference might be
affected.
However, some individuals, particularly those most price sensitive amongst the Sovereign and the
Promiscuous, did claim to have at least tried newly advertised brands . Further, some confirmed
that advertising indicating a straight forward proposition, such as the Royals advertising, was
appreciated and had been acted upon .
9.6

Current Sovereign Advertising :

A selection of executions from the current Sovereign campaign where shown to respondents . In
most instances press executions were shown, although landscape billboard executions were also
exposed, albeit without type on them.
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At only X2.65,
Fm a fan
already.

The majority of respondents immediately took out from the executions a very bold price message .
One that firmly placed the brand in the economy sector .
"its cheap, screams price" . (25-24 female, Promiscuous, Manchester)
"All based on price, It's not saying about quality ". (25-34 female, Sovereign, South
Norwood)
Further, it could be argued that Sovereign loyalists in particular felt less comfortable with this
overt price message, since they wanted their brand to be premium . In a sense, the price message
reminded them that they smoked a lower priced brand . Whilst it could be said that they knew this,
they did not wish to be reminded .
This said, a minority did feel that the production values and some other aspects of the campaign
did attempt to project some premium cues :
The use of black and white checks/surreal environment :
classic
modern
artistic
modern art
Overall the scenes depicted in the executions were thought

of favourably

"(Message?) We're as good as the others, but cheaper". (25-34 female, Promiscuous,
Manchester)
The use of humour
"Price and a bit of humour. Are you on the right wave length?" (25-34 male, Competitor
loyalists, Birmingham)
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On a less positive note, the reaction to the Jester character was generally one of non-plus, or of
rejection . Very few made the connection between a Jester and Sovereign .
Indeed, the Jester for many individuals merely compounded the more negative inferences of the
price based advertising and made the brand a joke .
"It's just saying it's a joke brand ". (18-24 male, Competitor, Manchester)
A minority did though see value in the mechanism of using the Jester as a masdot for the brand.
And as has been mentioned earlier, in terms of spontaneous recall the motif was remembered by
some Sovereign loyalists .
"It's like a logo??? the only thing I notice is the logo, because when you see the jester you
think of Sovereigns" . (18-24 female Sovereigns, Cardiff)
The humour too, whilst picked up on by a minority was felt in many instances to be too indirect .
Many failed to get the gist of the joke, until a "leader" in the group explained it publicly .
It was argued that especially on a billboard, the humour needed to be more direct and obvious as
individuals felt they would not have time to decode it.
In terms of executional specific issues :
Canny :

reference to Geordies
- could be both positive and negative
"Taking it back to its working class factory, miners, beer bellies, hair combed over. Not
the best advertising I've seen". (35 + female, Promiscuous, Birmingham)
Joke though "naff"
"brassy"
"obvious"

Fan:

- Strongest price message
- "Cheesy"

Outstanding :
- Most interesting
- like "Catchphrase"
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Lambert & Butler Advertising :
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Amongst respondents a quite mixed response to the Lambert & Butler campaign was found.
Whilst rejected by a good proportion of the sample on the basis that it indicated a cheap brand,
much in the same way that Sovereign was in the economy sector, the Lambert & Butler
advertising was thought of more positively for two reasons .
First, it was argued that the campaign itself was quite humorous . Indeed the weight of response
was such that just as many commented on the humour as a first reaction, as had commented on
price being the first message taken out of the Sovereign campaign .
Further, some of the respondents argued that the humour in the Lambert & Butler campaign was :
- modern/quirky - "Naked Gun"
Second, in comparison to the Sovereign campaign, it was argued that this campaign was
straightforward and direct .
"Got to be quick to understand it, there are a lot ofpeople out there who smoke. Its got to
be simple". (25-34 male, Competitor loyalists, Birmingham)
In general, the campaign was felt to run on an upstairs downstairs theme . The relationship
between the two characters being clear to the majority .
The impact of this tone however, was to create for some, the feeling that the campaign was
middle aged . A factor which would generally be at odds with the more youthful perceptions of the
brands franchise .
However, where the Lambert & Butler campaign was criticised this was generally due to being:
Tacky - jokes were felt by some to be patronising
Boring - too-straight forward for a minority
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10.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The core conclusions from this study can be summarised as follows :
l.

It would appear that consumers have an underlying desire for their brands to fit in and
conform . This effectively means that they desire their brands to be premium in nature.
Importantly, being premium not only means :
Good quality

a

but importantly popular and accepted
2.

There is evidence that a significant number of Sovereign smokers may trade up to
premium products on a regular basis .
Importantly, there is evidence of Sovereign smokers also trading up to premium brands
other than Benson & Hedges, including Regal .

3.

Stigma towards the smoking of economy brands appears to be diminishing somewhat.
Further, it would appear that there is a scale of decreasing sensitivity :

Younger
Men

Younger ~~ Older
Men
Women

Older
Wome

Decreasingly sensitive
4.

Cigarette purchase is dominated by single pack of 20, purchased in independent stores,
even amongst economy brand smokers including smokers of Sovereign .

5.

In general the market tends to be mapped out by consumers in three different ways.
The market structure illustrated below is a mapping with the particular impact of
promiscuous smokers and women:
Premium

i
L&B, Royals, Sovereign,
(Craven A),
Mayfair
Dorchester, Raffles,
Rejected
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Dropped
out
Superkings, B&H 100s,
Dorchester I 00s

The second brand map indicates the elevated position of Lambert & Butler in the market
particularly amongst men, Sovereign and competitor loyalists.
Premium

Dropped
out

2nd Tier

Superkings, B&H 100s,
Dorchester I 00s

In two of the Sovereign loyalists groups, Sovereign also moved to the same intermediate position
Lambert & Butler in the chart above . However, this did not take place in any of the promiscuous
groups, or the groups of competitor loyalists .
Premium

2nd Tier

L&B, Sovereign
Royals, ,
(Craven A),
Mayfair

D

Dunhill,
JPS

Dropped
out

C

Superkings, B&H IOOs,
Dorchester 100s

Dorchester, Raffles,
Rejected
6.

In terms of Sovereign's direct competitive set the key players are indicated below .
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Lambert & Butler (Sovereign for loyalists)
i
Sovereign
Rothmans Royals

*-

Mayfair etc.

P-

Longer than
king size

Longer than king size brands tend to be perceived as a separate market group and may be in more
direct competition with Rothmans Royals as both are seen as being for heavy smokers .
7.

Brand perceptions of Sovereign as a brand appear to come from three perspectives .
Three perspectives on Sovereign

Remember the
old Sovereign

Believe Sovereign
to be a new brand

Don't really
know the brand

As a result perceptions of the Sovereign brand can be diverse and indistinct :
Tends to be premiumcompetitors/Some
lower priced loyalists
- attacking low price point, black
packaging/name/price flash

Sovereign loyalists/Some lower priced comps:
- often projecting
themselves in the brand
Middle of the road
Common man
Fiesta/Escort/Golf car
Classy
(female too)
Glamorous
Working class mums
Active
Value for money
vibrant
Acceptable Quality (B&H)
Young
Sociable
Young
Happy go lucky
Minority view
- some positive cues from
black pack/name
- vibrancy comes from
being a new brand
8.

On the dole
Very old or young
Skoda
Low quality
Vulgar
Trying to be posh
Cheap
Old World

The reaction to the Sovereign product is broadly positive . The smoke was generally
described as "smooth" surprisingly so for non users .
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9.

In terms of the packaging, many of the respondents including Sovereign smokers, wish to
see the black standard pack re-vamped . The heavy use of black was criticised, as was the
use of an indistinct coin motif .
The most common suggestion is the increase of the Benson & Hedges endorsement
through the increased use of gold and a larger depiction of the name .
It would appear that the use of price flashes can devalue perceptions of the Sovereign
brand. Lambert & Butler appears relatively unaffected due to its current popularity which,
in itself, provides a balance by taking the brand more up scale .

10 .

The current advertising campaign is felt to be too highly price orientated .
The use of the Jester does aid recall of the campaign, however this motif can also be taken
to infer "a joke brand" .
It was found that for some respondents the high production values, use of black and white
check, and surreal environment across the campaign did increase a sense of premiumness .
In terms of action on the Sovereign brand, there is a clear call from consumers that the
level of the Benson and Hedges endorsement of the brand be increased. However, such
action might well increase cannibalisation of the Benson & Hedges brand .
In light of this, and the desire of respondents to perceive their brands in premium terms .
We would recommend that the base strategy should be to advance the Sovereign brand
where possible, whilst at the same time reducing signals indicative of economy brands,
and this at its present price point.
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We would recommend that:
1.

Consideration be given to increasing the clarity of the sovereign coin motif:
- through increasing its size
- embossing the design
b
which would increase the Gold presence and
therefore the inferred quality

2.

Consideration should be given to the mix of messages within the current advertising
campaign in reducing the price message.
Consideration should also be given to the role of the Jester character . There may be an
opportunity to make the brand name more dominant .

3.

It may be possible to also increase the premium perceptions of the brand by tactically
communicating money off discounts (more associated with premium brands) as well as the
current price flash message .

4.

Below the line offers of discount via the post, appear to have been successful in generating
trial . This approach should be continued in targeting consumers .

5.

Issues of distribution appear to be a factor in some areas and may negatively impact the
advancement of premium equity through reducing presence .
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